THE ADVANTAGES OF OUR SERVICES

The transport of goods and semi-trailers by sea allows to save almost half of the cost of road transport thanks to lower fuel costs and the reduced wear and tear of vehicles. It is also possible to opt for the “smo- th-compressed” option. Choosing this option, only the trailers are loaded on the ship, optimizing the logistical use of the tractors, achieving greater efficiency and significantly reducing transport costs.

Transport by ship also allows to avoid traffic and long queues, thus reducing travel times. It also allows vehicles to travel even when road traffic is prohibited or interrupted due to maintenance works or hazards. With a speed between 22 and 28 knots, our ships guarantee punctuality in the delivery of your goods.

Drivers are able to rest during the journey and arrive at their destination with a “full rested” digital logbook in compliance with the Regulations on Road Traffic. In addition, traveling by ship they are protected from theft or assaults that may occur during a stop along the road.

During the voyage, all vehicles are monitored 24 hours a day with CCTV cameras. All port terminals are managed directly by Grimaldi Lines staff and all areas are equipped with surveillance systems for controlling incoming and outgoing vehicles.

Choosing Grimaldi Lines you contribute to the protection of the environment as the emissions of CO2, produced by heavy vehicles traveling land bridges, would be considerably reduced if they were transported by sea. This data has been verified by SGCC, the Italian maritime registry, and each transport company that uses Grimaldi Lines can obtain a certification attesting its contribution to the reduction of CO2 emissions into the atmosphere.

OUR NETWORK

With Grimaldi Lines, it is possible to travel from SPAIN and PORTUGAL, directly to Greece, Turkey, the Balkans and Italy thanks to the “Long Bridge”. It is a system which allows transport companies traveling on the Barcelona-Gi- braltar-Levante route to perform the last leg of the journey by sea, leaving from Brindisi or to continue to Italy from Salerno paying only a single type of transport. From the heart of Europe, the trailers arrive at the Venice railway terminal by train and then they are quickly loaded on our ships to Trieste. This solution allows goods to travel from northern Europe to Athens and all ports of Greece in a single intermediate journey, thus allow- ing to travel for many kilometres on the road.

FREQUENCY, PUNCTUALITY AND SPEED FOR EFFICIENT TRANSPORTS

Check all timetables on: http://www.grimaldi-lines.com

IN THE MEDITERRANEAN AND IN EUROPE.

MEDITERRANEAN COUNTRY NETWORK

MALTA LINES
TO MALTA
TO GRANADA
TO PORTUGAL
From Brindisi, 3 times per week
From Salerno, 1 time per week
From Barcelona, 1 time per week

NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN ITALY
TO NAPLES
TO GENOVA
TO NAPLES
TO GENOVA
From Brindisi, 5 times per week
From Salerno, 4 times per week
From Barcelona, 5 times per week
From Barcelona, 4 times per week

GREECE LINES
TO KOS
TO SANTORINI
TO CRETE
TO KOS
TO SANTORINI
TO CRETE
From Brindisi, 5 times per week
From Salerno, 4 times per week
From Barcelona, 4 times per week
From Barcelona, 5 times per week
From Barcelona, 4 times per week
From Barcelona, 5 times per week

MOROCCO LINES
TO CASABLANCA
TO TANGIER
TO MOROCCO
TO CASABLANCA
TO TANGIER
TO MOROCCO
From Barcelona, 1 time per week
From Barcelona, 1 time per week
From Barcelona, 2 times per week
From Barcelona, 1 time per week
From Barcelona, 1 time per week
From Barcelona, 2 times per week

SPAIN LINES
TO ALICANTE
TO VALENCIA
TO SEVILLA
TO VALENCIA
TO SEVILLA
From Barcelona, 4 times per week
From Barcelona, 4 times per week
From Barcelona, 5 times per week
From Barcelona, 5 times per week

TUNISIA LINES
TO TUNIS
TO KHALEDESI
From Brindisi, 5 times per week
From Salerno, 4 times per week

SAHARA LINES
From Brindisi, 5 times per week
From Salerno, 4 times per week
From Barcelona, 4 times per week

SICILY LINES
TO PALERMO
TO CATANIA
To PALERMO
To CATANIA
From Barcelona, 5 times per week
From Barcelona, 4 times per week

SARDINIA LINES
TO GENOVA
TO PORDO TONIUS
TO GENOVA
TO PORDO TONIUS
From Barcelona, 5 times per week
From Barcelona, 4 times per week

BALTIC NETWORK

LONG BRIDGE

LAND BRIDGE

WORLDWIDE NETWORK

gle discounted fee valid for 2 bridge journeys. All vehicles departing from Barcelona and landing in Civitavecchia will find connections from Brindisi to Kyparissia or Patra or, if destined to Italy, from Salerno to Palermo or Catania. Thanks to agreements with the main Italian operators, it is now possible to km to APSA choosing a mixed train + ship route.